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We have developed new computational methods for displaying and analyzing members of protein superfamilies. These methods (MinRMS, AlignPlot and MSFviewer) integrate sequence and structural information and are implemented as separate but cooperating programs to our Chimera molecular modeling system. Integration of multiple sequence alignment information and three-dimensional structural representations enable researchers to generate hypotheses about the sequence-structure relationship. Structural superpositions can be generated and easily tuned to identify similarities around important characteristics such as active sites or ligand binding sites. Information related to the release of Chimera, MinRMS, AlignPlot and MSFviewer can be obtained at http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera.

1. Introduction

By July of 1999, the number of non-redundant protein sequences in the Genbank database had reached ~400,000 and included completed genome sequences for 23 organisms. These data provide an opportunity to explore the evolution of functional diversity by probing the entire repertoire of many organisms. One powerful approach to this study is the comparative analyses of large numbers of protein structures and their associated functions through primary sequence analysis and computer-assisted modeling of three-dimensional structures.

For example, discovery of a large enzyme superfamily whose members represent a surprising range of different chemical functions extended the insight that the evolution of new functions is linked to chemical capabilities associated with a given tertiary fold.1,2 Because it illuminates the constraints built into the evolution of protein structure, this focus on chemistry is a crucial element for learning how new enzyme functions evolve from pre-existing structural scaffolds. This observation provides the conceptual framework for developing computational tools that integrate sequence and structure, and provides the basis for formulating hypotheses about
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function. The function of an unknown reading frame is rather easily deduced from sequence similarity when the function is the same as that of its homologs. For more divergent proteins, the predictions can be much more difficult because the function of each unknown enzyme may have no apparent relationship to that of its homologs. In each case, the crucial clues are provided by hidden similarities in chemical mechanisms that can be inferred from the structural comparisons. Because the most interesting insights come from relationships among such highly dissimilar proteins, we have developed methods to identify these distant sequence relationships and to interpret them using tools designed to integrate sequence and structural information.

Aspects of this problem have been solved by a number of investigators. There are several examples of homology modeling packages such as the Swiss-Model web server, Molecular Applications Group’s LOOK and Molecular Simulations Inc. Homology and Insight II. There are also tools such as DINAMO, CINEMA, and PROTALIGN and PROMUSE which are useful in analyzing structure-sequence alignments. However, these tools have limitations such as extensibility, interactive real-time three-dimensional graphics display and analysis, and/or cost.

2. New Computational and Analysis Tools

The set of tools, MinRMS, AlignPlot and MSFviewer were developed for sequence and structural alignment and analysis. These methods were easily integrated with Chimera using Python, Wrappy, the Object Technology Framework, C and C++. MinRMS, written in C++, generates a family of structural alignments, allowing the user to explore the similarities between two proteins, including highly divergent structures (Figure 1). The unique ability to examine the optimum RMSD (Root Mean Square Distance) superpositions generated from the α-carbons of the structures being compared provides a much richer environment for exploring structural similarities than methods that produce a single pairwise alignment. Details of MinRMS and Chimera are published elsewhere.

The focus of this paper is on new tools for structural and sequence analysis and visualization. AlignPlot, written in C++ and Python, provides a graphical representation of the RMSD values for each alignment in the set, allowing the user to quickly identify the regions of two structures that are most similar. Particularly important, it provides a user-friendly way to display specific alignments on the screen and navigate among them. MSFviewer, written in Python, provides an integrated link to sequence space, displaying multiple alignments of related sequences on the screen and providing for interactive highlighting of a selected structural align-
ment and the associated multiple sequence alignment.

2.1 MinRMS

Holm and Sander\textsuperscript{16}, Godzik\textsuperscript{17}, Fenz and Sippl\textsuperscript{18}, and Orengo \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{19} have suggested that determining the single best structural alignment may not be possible. Given two proteins with experimentally-determined or modeled three-dimensional coordinates, \textit{MinRMS}\textsuperscript{11} solves this issue by generating multiple structural alignments and their corresponding sequence alignments. The \textit{MinRMS} algorithm performs an exhaustive analysis of all plausible shape similarities between two proteins using RMSD between aligned \textit{\alpha}-carbon atoms. This method generates alignments containing all possible amino acid residues in a single pass without the need of parameters.

\textit{MinRMS} uses intermolecular RMSD as the metric for comparing protein structures. The appropriateness of RMSD as a metric for comparing protein structures has been discussed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{20-22} The main advantage of the RMSD in that it is easy to interpret. The \textit{MinRMS} algorithm is a two-step process: (1) Two proteins are rotated and translated to bring similarly shaped regions into close proximity; and, (2) With the two proteins fixed at a particular relative position, corresponding residues are chosen between the two proteins which minimize RMSD. Candidate superpositions are generated by selecting every fragment of 4 consecutive residues for each of the proteins and superimposing them by least-squared distance between \textit{\alpha}-carbons using the method described by Diamond\textsuperscript{23}. Given the relative positions of the two structures, we developed a new dynamic programming algorithm to choose the matching residues between the proteins that minimizes RMSD. Similar to the Needleman and Wunsch\textsuperscript{24} algorithm, our algorithm is recursive and blind to “non-topological” similarities\textsuperscript{25}. For each candidate superposition, the algorithm generates multiple alignments containing different numbers of corresponding residues which minimize the intermolecular RMSD.\textsuperscript{11} The dynamic programming algorithm is applied to all candidate superpositions between the proteins with small local regions well matched. Typical execution time for aligning two proteins with an average length of 300 residues is less than 1 hour on an SGI Onyx 2.

The output of \textit{MinRMS} is a large table of data that contains, for each structural alignment, the number of matched residues for the two proteins, the RMSD for the alignment, and the longest distance between any pair of matched residues. For comparison purposes, the -log(\textit{P}) is calculated where \textit{P} is the probability that a better alignment is found between two unrelated proteins occurring in the SCOP\textsuperscript{26} database as described by Levitt and Gerstein\textsuperscript{22}. Structural alignment is presented in sequence alignment form as MSF (Multiple Sequence Format) files (Table 1). Relative positions are stored as comments in the MSF file. The program \textit{Chimera}, in cooperation
with AlignPlot and MSFViewer, is used to view the volumes of data produced from MinRMS.

2.2 Chimera

Chimera is a molecular visualization graphics package developed at the UCSF Computer Graphics Laboratory. Chimera is written in the Python programming language with C++ extensions and uses standard multi-platform libraries such as the Tk toolkit for it’s graphical user interface and OpenGL for three-dimensional graphics primitives. Chimera also uses the Object Technology Framework object class library for manipulating molecular data.

A major design goal for Chimera is program extensibility. By choosing Python as the Chimera command language, users can create complex command “scripts” (e.g., with iterative loop and conditional execution) which in turn allow for sophisticated operations to be performed on multiple molecular models. Python has an extensive library that include interfaces to Tk. This means that users are easily able to create their own custom graphical user interface (GUI) elements such as menus and dialog boxes as part of their extensions. Chimera itself is implemented with a small set of core functionalities, including graphical display, Protein Data Bank (PDB) input, and basic user interface elements (menu bars, tool bar, command line, reply window and status line). More advanced features are constructed on top of the core using Python extension modules. This results in a program architecture in which new functionality is easily added when needed. The separate applications AlignPlot and MSFviewer are example extensions of Chimera.

2.3 AlignPlot

AlignPlot displays three different representations that summarize the data from MinRMS. The bottom graph (Figure 1: RMSD vs. N) displays three numerical quantities as a function of matched residue pairs (N): RMSD, -log(P) of Levitt and Gerstein and the longest pairwise distance between matched residues. MinRMS and Levitt and Gerstein scores are displayed to provide multiple evaluation criteria. Levitt and Gerstein favor matching more residues over better geometric fit. Thus, their method is less distance sensitive than MinRMS. The user can easily select a particular alignment by point and click with the mouse in the graph. The corresponding three-dimensional superposition is visualized in Chimera. Matched residues closer than one angstrom are denoted by a small sphere. Matched residues with a distance greater than one angstrom have a line drawn between them. This plot allows the user to discern patterns over the entire set of solutions.
The middle representation (Figure 1: Orientation Clusters) in AlignPlot uses a genetic algorithm (GA) to condense the data from MinRMS by selecting a small set of orientations to represent the entire data set. For any given set of representative orientations, a structure in a non-representative orientation contributes a penalty proportional to the RMSD from the most similar representative orientation. The GA “fitness” metric is the sum of penalties of all non-representative orientations. The GA uses the fitness metric to find a good representative set, which is then used to divide the data set into clusters. The clustering results are displayed as a table where the columns represent alignments and the rows represent clusters. The cells of the table are color-coded and the brightness of each cell is proportional to RMSD from the representative of that cluster. The cluster plot classifies the solutions into a small number of groups which reduce the amount of information that the user needs to process.

The top representation (Figure 1: Sequence vs. Sequence) is a two-dimensional histogram of residue pairs. Each cell of the histogram represents a pair of residues, one from each structure. The value of the cell is the number of MinRMS alignments that match the two residues. The value is converted to color. The color scale is blue to red representing values that range from 1 to the maximum cell value. If there is no match, the cell is colored like the background. Information displayed in this manner provides easy identification of matching patterns (e.g., secondary structure matches appear as diagonal runs).

Using these three tools together, one can identify structural alignments of interest. The orientation cluster plot reduces hundreds of alignments into tens of alignments. The RMSD vs. N plot illustrates the trade-off between the number of matched residues and closeness of global superpositioning. Lastly, the Sequence vs. Sequence plot typically identifies secondary structural elements important to the alignment. These tools used in combination facilitates the analysis of a large data set.

2.4 MSFviewer

MSFviewer was developed independently of AlignPlot to view multiple sequence alignment in MSF format (e.g., an output option of commonly used multiple alignment programs). Fragments of the sequence can be selected and highlighted on the structure, allowing the user to focus on secondary structure elements, active site residues, monitoring of residues of interest and filtering of data (Figure 1). The alignment can be edited interactively, saved in MSF format or printed for presentation purposes (Figure 2).

MSFviewer cooperates with AlignPlot through Chimera for the selection and mapping of sequences to their structures. Selecting a specific alignment in AlignPlot will highlight the matched residues in MSFviewer. Upon selecting specific residues in MSFviewer, AlignPlot displays the matching statistics of these residues.
for each alignment. Chimera serves as the data repository and communication channel between AlignPlot and MSFviewer.

3. Example: Structural Comparisons of Glutamine Synthetase with Creatine Kinase and other Guanidino Kinases

The study of structure-function relationships is important to the understanding of proteins and provides guidance for protein engineering. We have attempted to better understand structure-function relationships through the structural comparison of glutamine synthetase (GS) with creatine kinase (CK) and other guanidino kinases. While GS and CK have no significant sequence similarity, they both have multimeric forms, have been proposed to have similar tertiary structures\(^2\) (Figure 3), and catalyze similar reactions. GS catalyzes the reaction of glutamate and ammonia to form glutamine through a phosphorylated intermediate, while CK catalyzes the transfer of a phosphate group from ATP to creatine to yield phosphocreatine.

\[
\text{Glutamate} + \text{ATP} \rightarrow \text{ADP} + \text{NH}_3 \rightarrow \text{Glutamine} + \Pi + H^+
\]

\[
\text{Creatine} + \text{MgATP} \rightarrow \text{Phosphocreatine} + \text{MgADP} + H^+
\]

Liaw and Eisenberg\(^{2}\) solved a series of crystal structures of GS to elucidate the mechanism of glutamine synthesis and to identify residues possibly involved in ATP binding and in transfer of the \(\gamma\) phosphate. This structure of GS was superimposed with an available CK structure\(^{2}\) using MinRMS. A family of several hundred structural superpositions resulted reflecting many possible orientations of GS and CK (Figure 1). Simultaneous viewing of the three-dimensional and sequence alignments and interactive editing of the sequence alignments allowed for comparison of catalytic residues and binding domains using all of the sequence and structural infor-
mation available (Figures 4 and 5). These tools allowed us to examine the ATP-binding residues of GS and CK using sequence alignments informed by the structural superpositions. While crystal structures of CK bound with MgATP or substrate are not available, our studies indicate that many of the ATP binding residues in GS have potential homologs in CK.

The information gained from this analysis supports the previous suggestion that a similar scaffold is used in both GS and CK. The analyses of this work suggest that this scaffold also utilizes potentially homologous residues to bind ATP and assist in the transfer of the γ-phosphate group. Use of the tools described here have provided a useful model to continue the study of structure-function relationships in the guanidino kinases. Prior to using these tools, it was difficult to obtain a useful structural alignment.

4. Concluding Remarks

Superfamily analysis frequently involves proteins whose sequence similarities may fall below the level of statistical significance but whose relationships are nonetheless biologically significant. MinRMS, AlignPlot, MSFviewer along with Shotgun, in cooperation with Chimera, provide a set of tools for generating and testing hypotheses about sequence, structure and functional relationships of such proteins.

Initial testing of this software has suggested additional functionalities to allow users to choose the subsets of alignments that provide the best overlap over specific residues such as active site residues. More extensive editing capabilities will be added to facilitate correcting the registration between (1) sub-group multiple alignments of very distantly related sequences based on the structural alignments; and (2) very distantly related sequences based on the structural alignments of representative sub-group members. Lastly, we are exploring non-distance methods for comparing more than two proteins at one time.

Information on the availability of the software tools described here can be found at http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera.
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Figure 1: Screen display of AlignPlot, MSFviewer and Chimera. Glutamine synthetase is in magenta and creatine kinase is in cyan. Matched residue pairs are highlighted by red spheres and lines. See sections 2.3 & 2.4 for detail descriptions.

Figure 2: Graphical user interface elements of MSFviewer are displayed.
Figure 3: Ribbon representations of glutamine synthetase (magenta) and creatine kinase (cyan) prior to alignment with MinRMS.

Figure 4: Ribbon representations of glutamine synthetase (magenta) and creatine kinase (cyan) post alignment with MinRMS. Matched regions are highlighted (yellow). The associated sequence alignment is seen in Figure 5.
Chimera minimal RMSD structural alignment with 120 equivalences.
RMSD = 1.988821

Transform Matrix to apply to molecule: 2gls.pdb
0.580381  -0.537281  -0.611953  -9.842606
-0.744292  -0.654900  -0.130905  57.874092
-0.330435   0.531447  -0.779985  15.317198

Name: lcrk.pdb   Len:   380  Check:     0  Weight:  1.00
Name: 2gls.pdb   Len:   468  Check:     0  Weight:  1.00

1crk.pdb  TVHKEKRKLFP PSADYPDLRK HNNCAECLT PAIYAKLR0K LTPNGYSLDQ CIQTGVNPG  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  HPFIKTGVMY AGDEESEYEF AEIDFPVIKA RHNGYDPRTM KHHTDL. ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  KFVDLRFTDT KKG. EQHVT IPAHQVNAEF FEEQKMFQDS SIGGWKGINE SDMVLMGDA  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  ............ ..DAS.... ............ ............ ............ ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  HPFIKTVGMV AGDEESYEVF AEIFDPVIKA RHNGYDPRTM KHHTDL. ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1crk.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............  
2gls.pdb  ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 

Figure 5: MSF output from MinRMS of the sequence alignment for glutamine synthetase and creatine kinase. This structure alignment corresponding to this sequence alignment is displayed in Figure 4.